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Purpose / Summary: 

 

The Government has allocated £4.1 million for the Carlisle area from the UK Shared 

Prosperity Fund (UKSPF). To draw it down the Council must submit an investment plan to 

Government setting out how it intends to use and deliver the funding.  

 

This report outlines the format and the required content of the investment plan, including the 

arrangements for its production. In this regard, the report also seeks approval from the 

Executive to delegate the submission of the investment plan to the Corporate Director of 

Economic Development in consultation with the Leader of the Council, the Chief Executive, 

the Monitoring Officer, and the Section 151 Officer.  

 

 

Recommendations: 

 

The Executive is asked to: 

1. Note the format, content, and arrangements for the production of the investment plan of 

the investment plan outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this report. 

2. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director of Economic Development, following 

consultation with the Leader, the Chief Executive, the Corporate Director of Governance 

and Regulatory Services and the Corporate Director of Finance and Resources, to 

finalise and submit the investment plan to the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and 

Communities. 



 

Tracking 

Executive: 25 July 2022 

Scrutiny:  

Council:  

  



1. Background 

 

1.1 The £2.6billion UK Shared Prosperity Fund (UKSPF) was launched on the 13 April 

2022. The fund is a central pillar of the Government’s Levelling Up agenda and will 

provide new funding for investment between 2022 and 2025.  

 

1.2 The UKSPF replaces the European Regional Development Fund and European 

Social Fund and has been allocated via a funding formula rather than a competition. 

Carlisle City Council has been allocated £4,104,659 

 

1.3 The overarching objective of the fund is to build pride in place and increase life 

chances. This objective aligns with missions set out in the Levelling Up White Paper 

and is underpinned by three investment priorities: 

 Community and place 

 Supporting local business 

 People and skills 

 

1.4 In Cumbria the district local authorities are the lead local authorities for the UKSPF. 

The prospectus for the fund refers explicitly to local government reorganisation in the 

county and sets out an expectation of close collaboration between districts and the 

shadow unitary councils in the development of proposals.  

 

2. Proposals 

 

2.1 To access their UKSPF funding allocation, the Council must produce an investment 

plan, setting out how it intends to use and deliver the funding. The investment plan 

will be submitted to the UK government for approval via on online portal by the 1 

August 2022.  

 

2.2 Investment Plans must have approval from the Leader of the Council, Chief 

Executive, Monitoring Officer and Section 151 Officer.  

 

2.3 The format of the investment plans includes of three key sections 

2.3.1 Local context: setting out local evidence of opportunities and challenges through 

the lens of the three investment priorities for UKSPF. 

2.3.2 Outcomes and interventions: identifying the outcomes and the interventions 

they wish to prioritise, which should be clearly linked to local opportunities and 

challenges. 

2.3.3 Delivery: setting out the approach to (a) delivery and governance (b) expenditure 

and deliverables, including a spend profile / outputs / outcomes for the three years 

of the fund and (c) capability and resource, outlining the resource to manage and 

work on UKSPF and capability / previous experience of delivering similar funds. 

 



2.4 In terms of 2.2.2 and the interventions the Council wishes to deliver, there are 41 

eligible interventions set out in the UKSPF prospectus (See appendix 1). The Council 

has the flexibility to select those that will best address the local issues and 

opportunities in the district. 

 

2.5 In terms of 2.2.3 and the spend profile, the Council will be required to detail their 

intended budgets at priority and intervention level. The Council must set out a 

minimum amount of capital funding to invest each year in their investment plan. 

 

2.6 In developing the Investment Plan the Council are encouraged to work with other 

authorities to agree and commission activity over a larger scale. The Government 

expects the Council to collaborate closely with the other authorities that will make up 

Cumberland Council. Consent is required from the Cumberland Shadow Authority 

before submission.  

 

2.7 As part of the funding process the Council must work with local partners to develop 

the investment plan and to achieve the fund outcomes in their areas. As the lead local 

authority, the Council must convene a local partnership (comprising of diverse range 

of local stakeholders, civil society organisations, employer bodies responsible for 

identifying local skills plans and businesses or business representative groups) to 

provide advice on strategic fit and deliverability.  

 

3. Delivery arrangements 

 

3.1 Preparation of the investment plan 

3.1.1 The investment plan for Carlisle will be developed utilising a mixture of in-house 

resources and external consultancy support. £20,000 capacity funding has been 

provided by Department of Levelling Up, Housing and Communities to support the 

development of the investment plan.  

3.1.2 The three districts councils that make up the new Cumberland Council area have 

pooled their capacity funding and jointly commissioned Mott McDonald to support 

this work. 

 

3.2 Delivery of the investment plan 

3.2.1 The Council will have flexibility over the delivery of the fund. For example, it may 

wish to use a mix of competitions for grant funding, procurement commissioning 

or deliver some activity through in house teams.  

3.2.2 In terms of programme management, the Council may utilise 4% of the total 

allocation for this purpose i.e., for assessing and approving applications, 

processing payments and monitoring / evaluation. 

3.2.3 Cumbria County Council have offered to undertake the programme management 

function on behalf of the district councils and some process mapping has been 

undertaken to understand how this could work in practice (see Fig 1 below).



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

Open calls launched on pre-agreed 

timetable by District Councils. 

Common application form for all funding 

routes to ensure capture of key 

information.  

Assumes districts will want to assess in-

house activity 

Includes provision for district officers to 

review assessment findings. 

District officers to draft 

recommendation/approval papers. 

LPG provides strategic fit/deliverability 

views on each project. 

Approval by District Exec or delegated 

group. 

CCC/District Legal teams to draft grant 

funding agreements. 

Regular project monitoring & claims 

processing undertaken by CCC EPT. 

Claims reviewed and approved for 

payment by S151s. 

Performance issues highlighted to 

Districts. 

CCC/District Legal teams to draft 

variations. 

Performance 

information collated 

by CCC EPT. 

District officers to 

draft performance 

reports and secure 

necessary approvals 

for submission.  

Fig 1. Draft UKSPF Process Map 



 

3.2.4 The County Council has considerable experience in managing programmes and 

funds such as UKSPF. In the proposed approach the County Economic 

Programmes Team would, on behalf of the district councils,  

- Manage the process of developing / launching calls for projects 

- Assessment and assurance of applications received 

- Make recommendations for funding offers for the district councils to review 

and approve 

- Provide support with contracting and associated grant funding agreements 

- Supporting the accountable body function and S151 officers within the district 

councils.

 

 

4. Risks 

 

4.1 The following risks have been identified in relation to the successful development, 

submission, and approval of the investment plan. 

 

Risk Consequence Mitigation 

The Council does not 

submit the investment plan 

in accordance with the 

prescribed timescale and 

guidance 

Delays in accessing the 

allocated UKSPF funding and 

the delivery of eligible projects / 

interventions 

Additional levels of capacity 

provided to the development 

of the investment plan 

- PMO / Community 

services teams providing 

support 

- External consultancy 

support secured  

Unable to gain consent of 

the shadow authority to 

submit the investment plan 

Delays in accessing the 

allocated UKSPF funding and 

the delivery of eligible projects / 

interventions 

Early and ongoing 

discussions with the shadow 

authority. 

Report on the shadow 

executive forward plan. 

Local partnership does not 

endorse strategic fit and 

deliverability of the 

investment plan 

 

Delays in accessing the 

allocated UKSPF funding and 

the delivery of eligible projects / 

interventions 

Ensure that the outcomes and 

interventions set out in the 

plan are clearly linked to local 

opportunities and challenges. 

Development of a 

prioritisation framework that 

allows project / intervention to 

be assessed objectively and 

transparently. 



The deliverability of the 

investment plan in terms of 

programme management is 

not set out appropriately 

Delays in accessing the 

allocated UKSPF funding and 

the delivery of eligible projects / 

interventions 

Agree a robust programme 

management arrangement 

underpinned by a 

comprehensive local 

assurance framework that 

sets out how the fund is to be 

managed. 

Continue the dialogue with 

Cumbria County Council 

regarding their undetaking of 

the programme management 

function.  

 

 

5. Consultation 

 

5.1 With regards to consultation and as mentioned earlier in the report, the Council must 

(a) work with local partners to develop the investment plan and (b) convene a local 

partnership to provide advice on its strategic fit and deliverability. 

 

5.2 With regards to (a), a workshop was held at the Civic Centre on 8 June 2022, 

conducted on a Cumberland-wide footprint facilitated by corporate officers from 

Carlisle, Allerdale and Copeland councils. The workshop was attended by 

stakeholders from across the Cumberland geography, representing the Carlisle, 

Allerdale and Copeland districts. An overview of the UKSPF programme was 

provided by the City Councils Corporate Director of Economic Development, followed 

by a session to establish local issues and priorities, and launch a call for projects / 

interventions to be considered for funding.  

 

5.3 With regards to (b), the composition and membership of Cumberland-wide local 

partnership is being finalised with a view to convening an inaugural meeting for the 

group to advise on the strategic fit and deliverability on the investment plan towards 

the end of July 2022. 

 

 

6. Conclusion and reasons for recommendations  

 

6.1 The UKSPF programme represents a significant funding stream for Carlisle and 

constitutes the direct replacement for the EU funding streams that have now ended 

following Brexit. 

 

6.2 The UK government have stipulated how this UKSPF funding is to be accessed, via 

the production of investment plans containing interventions linked to local 

opportunities and challenges, selected from eligible prescribed lists.  

 



6.3 The timescales for submission are challenging, with investment plans to be submitted 

to UK government for approval via on online portal by the 1 August 2022. This 

timeframe includes the development / finalisation of the plan and the securing of the 

necessary approvals to submit. 

 

6.4 On this basis the Executive is asked to: 

1. Note the format, content, and arrangements for the production of the investment 

plan of the investment plan outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of this report. 

2. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director of Economic Development, following 

consultation with the Leader, the Chief Executive, the Corporate Director of 

Governance and Regulatory Services and the Corporate Director of Finance and 

Resources, to finalise and submit the investment plan to the Department for 

Levelling Up, Housing and Communities. 

 

7. Contribution to the Carlisle Plan Priorities  

 

7.1 The successful development and delivery of the UKSPF programme will support the 

delivery of the vision set out in the Carlisle Plan, which is to enable Carlisle to grow 

and prosper as the capital of the Borderlands region. 

 

7.2 The projects / interventions delivered through the UKSPF programme will contribute 

directly to the priority of delivering inclusive and sustainable economic growth, by 

improving the health and wellbeing of our local communities and making Carlisle a 

more attractive place for investment.  

 

 

Contact details: 

 

Appendices attached to report: 

 Appendix 1 – UKSPF List of Interventions 

 

Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government Act 1972 the report has 

been prepared in part from the following papers: 

 

 None 

 

Corporate Implications: 

Legal –  

 

Subsidy Control Regime 

 

Contact Officer: Steven Robinson Ext:  7535 



The Council will need to be sure that any onward transmission of the funding would be 

compliant with the subsidy control rules set out in the Trade and Co-operation Agreement 

between the United Kingdom and the European Union, the Subsidy Control Act 2022, as 

when the legislation comes into force and any supporting guidance.   

 

The assessment should be carried out as part of the bid once the Investment Plan is 

available and more information is understood on what the funding will be spent on. 

 

Governance  

 

Once the investment plan has been finalised and the projects agreed, a report should be 

brought back for Executive consideration to provide grant funding via a Grant Funding 

Agreement to third parties. 

 

 

Property Services – Any property implications will be considered as the Investment Plan is 

developed and matters requiring Executive consent will be brought back to Members in due 

course. 

 

Finance – The Council’s allocation of £4,104,659 from the UK Shared Prosperity Fund is 

conditional on the successful submission of an investment plan.  The funding allocated can 

support both capital and revenue projects and could be delivered directly by the Council or 

through a grant funding agreement with a third-party organisation.  The Council will act as 

accountable body for the funding for the first year and so will have responsibility to ensure 

that it is utilised in line with the UKSPF programme and guidelines.  There is no responsibility 

on the Council to provide any match funding alongside the grant award.  The accountable 

body responsibility in future years will rest with the new Cumberland Council. 

 

Once the final award is confirmed in line with the proposed investment plan, the Council will 

need to add the funding and deliverable projects to its budgets (either capital or revenue) 

and a further report will be required for the Executive to accept the funding, add it to the 

Council’s budgets and allocate it to the relevant projects as well as accepting the 

responsibility of being accountable body. 

 

Equality - The Intervention List includes interventions and objectives relating directly to 

protected characteristics. 

 

Information Governance- None 


















